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The possibility of coexistence of two competing phenomena -

superconductivity and ferromagnetism - is one of the most interes-

ting problems in solid state physics. A complete and detailed

exposition of the contemporary state of this problem can be found
1-5

in the reviews „ wherein the list of references of the original

papers is given in full.

Here we consider a model for a superconducting metal in

which magnetic impurities are positioned regularly in a crystal

lattice. Although such a model is a strong idealization of the

physical reality, from a theoretical point of view iti is of defi-

nite interest since it contains some of the basic features of the

studied phenomenon. Moreover, the exact solvability of the model

removes the effects inherent to the use of different approximate

methods, which is especially important in the investigation of

systems undergoing phase transitions.

We assume that the exchange interaction between the i tine rani

s-electrone and the localized magnetic moments is given by the
.6,7Voneovsky - Zener hamiltonian

+ ou )
(1)

thewhereN is the total number of lattice sites,

operator in lattice site >v (for definiteness we assume S>~']2~ ),

Ct^— are the Fermi operators of creation and annihilation

of a conduction band electron in the state with momentum K and

spin projection 0" (for brevity instead of «s;r'"T" w # U B*

t5 \f ), C is the concentration of the magnetic impurities

and JfjK'J is the e-d exchange integral. Here we confine our-
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selves to the consideration of the diagonal in the momenta

K* part of the interaction (1), assuming further that ̂ fK

ie a constant independent of K , Using the notation

and

(2)

we write down the diagonal part of (l) in tbe form

(3)

where the total spin operator

has been introduced.

Che total hamiltonian for the electrons is

where T ie th» kinetic energy term

(4)

(5)

and €l£ is the conduction-electron energy.

A complete enough study of the system described by hamilto-

nian (4) can be found in the review, article 6 . An asymptotically
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txact calculation of the specific free energy for tht

hamiltonian (4) has been carried out (in the strong coupling

limit) im . Later this method was used in a series of papers

for the study of more: realistic models describing magnetic phase

transitions in ferromagnetic semiconductors. A rigorous investi-

gation of both the ferromagnetic and aatiferromagnetic cases is

performed in . The results of these works show that the system

(4) undergoes a second order phase transition.

The electron-electron interaction responsible for the super-

conducting pairing in the system we shall describe with the BCS -

Bogolubov hamiltonian

(6)

where

A = N < "v

One of the first attempts to develop the theory of super-

conductivity with a weak s-d exchange coupling was undertaken

ia and later important complements and corrections were given
12 13

in ' . The problem of coexistence of superconductivity and

ferromagnetism in an ideal ferromagnetic crystal was studied

in on the basis of the Eliashberg equations talcing into account

the interaction of electrons with phonons and spin waves as well.

Here we shall cosider the system described by the model

hamiltonian

(7)

This model was studied first in1-3. A little later, but

obviously independently, the same model was considered in16 .

The authors of the first work give arguments in favour of the

exact solvability of the thermodynamic problem corresponding to
IV

hamiltonian (7). This statement was rigorously proved In by

the approximating hamiltonian method. On the other hand in

Greem functions method waa used. The authors of this work assert

that they study only first order effects (assuming n$& small

compared to the conduction electron bandwidth) and neglect in the

set of equations for the Green functions some terms which accord-

ing to them describe second order spin-spin interaction. The

structure of the hamiltonian is such that Green functions corre-

sponding to triplet pairing appear, but they are neglected too

using physical arguments. In spite of these approximations the

gap equations derived in coincide with those in (apparently

the left hand side of eg..(26) in ref. 16 contains a misprint).

The analysis which we give below shows that all the terms neglect-

ed in are zeroes in the thermodynamic limit.

Having in mind the importance of the problem and the exist-

ing disagreement between the results of ref.15 and ref.16, we

shall reexamine model (7) with the aid of the rigorous approxi-

mating hamiltonian method. We shall derive also analytical solu-

tions for the zero temperature gaps and the ground state energy.

The technique applied here is different from that of ref.17

and is based on the following main theorems (the proof will be

given elsewhere).

Theorem 1 (slight generalization of the minimax principle of Bo-
18.

golubov, Jr. )
Let the hamiltonian has the form

2

=T- $

where is either the relume of the system or th« total number
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of lattice sites. Let the operators 1 - ' and A A j Kv
K : r i>-- >

( A means either
p

A , „ or j\» „ )
satisfy the conditions

+" tl II . , 1

where H * H is the norm in the Hilbert space, 1 \_'1 J denotes

the specific fre* energy for the hamiltonian. Y » H 6 » r\i >

and Wx are const ante, and for each lC=-rJ+'lj j9,

Here the approximating hamiltonian j »/, ^ "

s J=T - A !

and & " ^ (&} is the (unique) eolution to the set of equations

where /• • denotes the thermal average with the hamiltonian

-6-

Then

1) there exists a solution of the minimax problem

2) the following estimate holde

where

and P>=f(Z.,i---i(l.r.i&lt
 J*"J fcjo ) is the set of all solutions

of the self-eosistency equations

theorem 2 (the thermodynamic equivalence theorem).

Let in addition to the conditions of theorem 1 the following

limit function exist

and be twice differentiate with respect to the arguments

then



where the set of all solutions of th* equations

After some simple algebra It ia easy to verify that all the

conditions of the above theorems are satisfied in tie case under

consideration.

We write aown the form of th* approximating bamiltonian

(8)

amd the correaponding aet of self-consistency eqixationa

+•

(9)

From here we find that the valuea of the parameter*
and Z* which satisfy equatioas(9) obey the relation

=4* +4

Hence instead of (8) we can use the approximating hamiltonian

(10)

so thatIf we choose th* ? -axis along the vector

OjOj^) , from (9) we obtain

Bow, because of the gauge invariance of the resulting hamlltonian

so that

The approximating haniltonian (10) is th* usual molecular

field hamiltonian for th* model (7). If we write down the gene-

rated by |4 equations ot motion for th* Green functions we

shall see that th* terns which correspond to those neglected

is are Just proportional to •£ ^ ̂ /i" I Q^ , i.e. equal ser*.

Obviously, in the ease of exactly soluble models of th* type

studied here the Green functions method should lead in th* ther-

modynamie limit to the same molecular field gap equations irre-

spectively of the values of th* coupling constants.

I* can easily calculate th* specific free eaergy correep

ding to the hamiltonian. (10)
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- the tempe-where U. la the ehemical potential and 0 = K & '

rature.

The further investigation, will be carried out for a metal

with a half filled conduction band in the constant density of

state approximation: _,

2
N k J_*y2

da)

where i
for

0 otherwise .

In this case we measure the electron energy from the band

centre and set h-0 . with the use of expression (11) the

gap equations (9) become (in accordance with Theorem 2).

(13a)

(13b)

Here without loss of generality we have assumed A-/j&'jyZ.

Equation (13b) coincides in fora with the known equatio

of Sanaa . The set (13) has bees solved numerically in . We

shall derive analytical solutions for v = v ,

-10-

Consider separately the following two cases:

Then from (13) we obtain, 'ht = 4 = O and

or

Then eqs.{13) take the fora

4= Z »

_ e

(14)

(I5b>

(15e»

Note that besides eq.(15b) for the nontrivial solution for the

superconducting gap A *• always have the trivial ©net A=

(see (13b)).

When th» coupling constants obey the inequalities

(16)

we find the next solutions for A axd

'W -li-



<17b)

It ie useful to note that when

take the simple form

(18.)

(18b)

If condition (16) is violated eq.(15b) has no solution

for /\ but since there always exists th* trivial one A -

we get ia this case

/*Vl- asThe behaviour of the order parameters A and

functions of G is shown schematically in fig.l.

In order to determine which of the above cases is realized

we compare the ground state energies for the pure superconducting

phase, EJJ , the pure ferromagnetic phase, £f. , and the mixed

phase E 3- . Starting from the expression for the specific

free energy f [H] (see (11))f in the limit 6 ~^ ° we g*t

t

She comparison of the corresponding energies (see fig.2)

-12-

shows that at

'M

and = F, at

C =CZ -

In the ground state, depending on the impurity concentra-

tion C , the system is either a pure superconductor, when

where the critical concentration

l. 4 1 ^
'Cr

or a pure f erromagnet if G ? ^cf •

?rom fig.2 it is sees that the energy of the mixed state

E$p is always higher than the energy of the pure ferromagnetic

state, i.e. in the framework of the studied model coexistence

af ferromagnetism and superconductivity in the ground state is

impossible. In our opinion, the opposite conclusion drawn in

is due to the fact that only the gap equations were studied and

the energies of the ground state were not compared. Thus the inve-

stigated model demonstrates that certain care should b« taken in

building up the phase diagram for a system with competing inte-

ractions since the analysis of the self consistency equations by

itself may turn, out insufficient to this purpose.

The general case of nonzero temperature is solvable only

numerically and we shall not consider it here. As shown in

superconductivity and fsrromagaetism can coexist only at P r 0

and is certais concentration region.

The critical temperature far the pure ferromagnetic phase &

can be obtained from eqs.(l3a) and (13c) after setting there

-13-



The integration of eq.(13c) then gives

(20)

hence for we obtain

(21)

Substituting (21) in (13&) we arrive at the ferromagnetic gap

equation

e (22)

from which, the critical temperature for the pure ferromagnetic

plus* is easily found to be

(23)

On the other hand, since the critical temperature for the pure

superconducting phase is concentration independent,

9 ^ 0 , f
T\

we see that there exists a critical concentration of the magne-

tic impurities at which 0 S ~ 0p t

(»>

From tte phase diagram givea in x'' it is seem that ^ c f

la the lower bound with respect to the impurities concentration

-lU-

~!j"y

for the coexistence domain.

In the model considered here, the presence of magnetic

impurities leads to a lower superconducting transition tempera-

ture due to the exchange magnetization of the conduction, elec-

trons and tae resulting shift of the Fermi surfaces of tie elec-

trons with opposite spin orientation. In the theory of supercon-

ductivity with s-d exchange interaction anothes mechanism of

suppression, of superconductivity is known, which is connected

with the electron-electron repuleio* at the Fermi surface arising

from the interaction with spin waves. In the framework of the

present model this mechanism can be taken into account by a

simple renormalization of the superconducting coupling constant

1 J
(where is the parameter of the electroa-elec-

tron interaction, through spin waves ).
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the values of m . and A at © -0 are giv«a as fuactione oX

Hhe concetttratlona of the Impurities C . The thick line represents

these branches of the solutions of the self consistency equations

which, correspond to the minimum value of the ground etatB energy.
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The ground states energLefi afthe normal phase E v , the, pure

conducting phase E s , the pure ferromagnetic phase Ep and the mixed

phase ESF are compared. The physically realised phase is shown by a
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